2023 Alpine Adventures European Adventure

St. Moritz, Switzerland - March 3 - 11
Lisbon, Porto & More! - March 11 - 18, 23, or 27
Join Alpine Adventures for a week of fantastic skiing in the exciting Swiss Alps. You’ll find a totally new downhill experience
on 270 miles of trails and slopes in the beautiful Engadin valley, Switzerland’s largest ski region. Experts will find a vast area
of exciting on and off piste terrain while intermediates and novices will enjoy a wonderful mix of slopes and beautiful scenery.
The town of St. Moritz is a luxury alpine resort town and is famous around the world for its shopping, elegance and lavish
culture where Europe’s rich and famous visit often.
While the Alps are famous for some of the best advanced and expert skiing in the world, they also stand out for the best skiing
for novice, intermediate, and advanced skiers wanting resorts where the blue, and red slopes are fun, long, and perfectly
groomed. Every skier will appreciate the modern (and ultra modern!) lifts.
St. Moritz is an especially fine area for the conservative person new to skiing the Alps. It lets you explore and enjoy all the
scenic beauty of the "big tall pointy mountains" so typical of the Alps, while actually skiing on beautifully groomed runs that
travel through (and not down) those same "big tall pointy mountains". Experts will of course enjoy skiing down those "big tall
pointy mountains"!
It's not all about the skiing! The region offers miles of cross-country skiing trails, ski touring and winter hiking. In addition,
you'll find ice-skating, sleigh rides, and sledding trails, or relax with a wonderful afternoon spa. In town you can enjoy shopping
for everything from handmade lederhosen (just what you were looking for!) to regional specialties, and of course, chocolates!
The Hauser hotel in St. Moritz offers you warm hospitality and Swiss comfort. The location in the center of town allows us
to experience the culture and nightlife of St. Moritz with easy access to the slopes. It is a modern yet cozy hotel with its own
pastry shop, restaurant, sun terrace, and open-air bar.
This fabulous trip is designed for all levels of skiers, novice to expert. Whatever you pleasure; fun cruisers, challenging blacks
and off-piste adventure, St. Moritz has it all!
Part 1 Switzerland!

Portugal!
After a week of sensational skiing, you can head home to tell
stories of your fantastic adventure, or continue the adventure
with our optional post-trip to explore the fascinating cities of
Lisbon, Lagos, and Porto!

Alpine Adventures ! Winterset
3717 Mendez Way, Sacramento, CA 95821
Phone: 916 737-7669 (737 SNOW)
snowfun@alpineadventures.us
This is an initial trip description.
Dates and specifications are subject to change.

• Roundtrip airfare from Sacramento to Zurich (other departure
cities available)
• Roundtrip ground transfers Zurich to St. Moritz
• 7 nights lodging, Hotel Hauser
• Breakfast and dinner daily
• Hotel, airport taxes and security fees
• Pre-trip orientation
• Alpine Adventures hosts and guides

Part 2 Portugal and more!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Portugal trip can be booked with St. Moritz
or separately as its own adventure.
Air and ground transfers
7, or 12 nights in 3- & 4-star Hotels
Private coach transfers in Porto/Lisbon/Lagos
Optional stay in Paris
Breakfast Daily
Tours and optional excursions
Alpine Adventures hosts and guides
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